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During embryonic development, fields of progenitor cells form
complex structures through dynamic interactions with external
signaling molecules. How complex signaling inputs are integrated
to yield appropriate gene expression responses is poorly understood.
In the early limb bud, for instance, Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is expressed
in the distal posterior mesenchyme, where it acts as a mediator of
anterior to posterior (AP) patterning, whereas fibroblast growth fac-
tor 8 (Fgf8) is produced by the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) at the
distal tip of the limb bud to direct outgrowth along the proximal to
distal (PD) axis. Here we use cultured limb mesenchyme cells to assess
the response of the target Hoxd genes to these two factors. We find
that they act synergistically and that both factors are required to
activate Hoxd13 in limb mesenchymal cells. However, the analysis
of the enhancer landscapes flanking the HoxD cluster reveals that
the bimodal regulatory switch observed in vivo is only partially
achieved under these in vitro conditions, suggesting an additional
requirement for other factors.
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The developing vertebrate limb bud has long been a model
system for the study of the emergence of pattern in de-

veloping tissues. Beginning as a hemisphere of undifferentiated
mesenchymal progenitor cells surrounded by an epithelial en-
casement (ectoderm), the limb bud develops and grows from the
tip to establish the familiar limb skeletal pattern. The anterior–
posterior (AP) axis demarcates the line between the little finger
and the thumb of the hand (or autopod), whereas the proximo–
distal (PD) axis demarcates the line between the shoulder and
the digits. Classic experiments established that the posterior
portion of the limb bud mesenchyme, the zone of polarizing activity
(ZPA), is essential for developing the asymmetry in digits observed
across the AP axis (1). They also established that the distal lip of the
epithelium, the apical ectodermal ridge (AER), is critical for limb
bud outgrowth and proper establishment of the PD axis (2). Sonic
hedgehog (Shh), the ligand secreted by ZPA cells, serves as a mo-
lecular activator of posterior limb pattern (3, 4). On the other hand,
fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) ligands secreted by the AER are re-
quired for the outgrowth and patterning of the PD axis (5–9).
The ZPA and AER signaling centers are linked to each other

through mutual cross-regulation; Fgf signaling in the AER is
maintained through the positive feedback of Shh signaling from
the ZPA and vice versa (10–13). In addition, these signaling centers
need to be integrated at the level of their target genes. Although
direct targets of Shh such at Ptch1 and Gli1 require only Shh (14,
15) and, likewise, direct targets of Fgf such as Sprouty require only
Fgf activity (16), other targets including Bmp2 and Hoxd genes re-
quire simultaneous activation of both pathways (8, 11). The dual
regulation of these genes by Shh and Fgf is independent of the
endogenous feedback loops within the limb bud, as seen following
ectopic application of these ligands in limb buds where endogenous
signaling centers had been removed.
Hox gene members of both HoxA and HoxD clusters are

necessary to properly pattern the limbs (17). Hoxd genes are
expressed in two distinct phases in limb buds, an early proximal

phase during the patterning of the zeugopod with a strong
transcription of Hoxd9, Hoxd10, and Hoxd11 (phase I) and, sub-
sequently, a second transcription wave during the establishment of
the autopod with Hoxd13 as the most strongly expressed gene
(phase II) (18–20). Genetic studies have shown that during phase
I, Hox genes are required for the transcription of Shh (21),
whereas Shh is necessary for their expression in phase II, high-
lighting the importance of this signaling pathway for Hox gene
regulation in the distal limb bud (22). The switch in Hoxd gene
regulation between phases I and II involves a change in utilization
of the enhancer landscapes flanking the gene cluster. Phase I
expression depends on contacts with the telomeric regulatory
landscape, whereas phase II transcription depends upon enhancers
located in the centromeric landscape (23, 24). The switch between
these distinct regulations is at least partially dependent upon the
activity of the Hoxd13 and Hoxa13 genes (25).
Previous experiments showing that Hoxd13 requires both Shh

and Fgf for its expression were carried out in vivo, relying on the
delivery of signals via protein-loaded beads or retroviral vectors.
More recently, however, a culture system was developed allowing
in vitro culture of limb bud mesenchyme while maintaining, at least
for several days, correct patterning information and capacity for
morphogenesis (26). This provided the opportunity to revisit the
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question of how Fgf and Shh signaling are integrated to direct
proper Hox gene expression, using a more quantitative approach.

Results
We first verified the responses of the known direct targets of Shh
and Fgf signaling to single ligands in vitro. Limb mesenchymal
progenitor cells were incubated in the presence of Wnt3a, which
is normally secreted from the ectoderm, enabling cells to maintain
proliferative and undifferentiated status (e.g., ref. 27). Limb pro-
genitors were then treated with increasing doses of Shh (active
N-terminal fragment) and assayed for their Gli1 or Ptch1 transcript
levels by quantitative PCR (qPCR). In response to increasing Shh
dose, both Ptch1 and Gli1 displayed increasing steady-state levels of
mRNAs (Fig. 1 A and B). Similarly, when limb progenitors were
treated with increasing doses of Fgf8, Sprouty1 gene expression
levels increased with respect to dose (Fig. 1C). Therefore, the direct
targets of both signals can be activated by their ligands in vitro.
Moreover, the level of activation of Shh targets was not changed
with addition of Fgf8 (Fig. 1 D and E), and Fgf8 target response did
not change with the addition of Shh (Fig. 1F).
Noteworthy, differences were observed in the shape of response

curves to Shh and Fgf8. Fgf exhibited a linear dose–response,
consistent with it being an activator of gene transcription. The
more activator present, the higher the level of transcription within
the range of conditions examined. In contrast, the Shh dose–
response increased over a range of 0–0.25 or 0–0.5 ng/mL and
then reached a plateau, consistent with the fact that the pri-
mary transcriptional mediator of Shh signal transduction in the
limb is Gli3—that is, a transcriptional repressor (28). Acting via

derepression may result in a plateau, as additional Shh signal-
ing would not have any further effect whenever all Gli3R
is inactivated.
Although the dose–response of Ptch1 activation to Shh reached a

plateau at high concentrations, conceivably reflecting a full de-
repression, treated cells required 24–40 h of exposure for a maximal
level of Ptch1 expression. This increase in Ptch1 expression over
the first 24 h of Shh exposure was scored with all Shh concen-
trations examined (Fig. 1G).
We next looked at Hoxd13, a target of both Shh and Fgf8 in

the developing distal limb bud. As both inputs are required for
induction of Hox13 genes in vivo, in vitro cultured limb progenitor
cells were assessed for their dose–response to Shh in the context of
a fixed, relatively high concentration of Fgf8. Conversely, the re-
sponse to Fgf8 was assayed in the context of a fixed, relatively high
level of Shh. Both signals could activate Hoxd13 in a manner
similar to their direct targets: Shh induced Hoxd13 over similar
concentration ranges as Ptch1 and Gli1, followed by plateau,
whereas Hoxd13 had a linear dose–response to Fgf8 (Fig. 2 A and
B). Bmp2, another target coregulated by Shh and Fgf in the limb
bud, displayed a similar response profile when limb progenitors
were treated with either Shh or Fgf ligand (Fig. S1 A and B). When
the Shh response was analyzed with a lower level of Fgf8, an in-
crease inHoxd13 expression occurred over the same concentration
range but plateauing at a lower level (Fig. 2A). Likewise, reducing
the concentration of Shh decreased both the level and the slope of
the Fgf response curve for Hoxd13 (Fig. 2B).
Next, we examined the requirement of both Fgf8 and Shh in

concert to activate Hoxd13 expression. When limb progenitors
were exposed to Shh in the absence of Fgf8, no activation of
Hoxd13 was seen relative to control cultures. However, Fgf8 was
able to activate Hoxd13 expression, although to a slight level, in
the absence of Shh. When both signals were supplied, a synergistic
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Fig. 1. Responses of target genes to either Shh or Fgf ligands. (A and B) Shh
ligand dose and Gli1/Ptch1 expression titration curve. Naïve limb progenitors
were dosed with varying concentrations of Shh for 24 h. Fgf was present at a
fixed concentration of 120 ng/μL. (C) Fgf ligand dose and Sprouty1 expres-
sion titration curve. Limb progenitors were treated with increasing doses of
Fgf8 for 12 h. (D and E) Fgf ligand dose and Ptch1/Gli1 expression titration
curve. Limb progenitors were treated with increasing doses of Fgf8 for 12 h.
(F) Shh ligand dose and Sprouty1 expression titration curve. Limb progeni-
tors were treated with increasing doses of Shh for 24 h. (G) Ptch1 temporal
titration curves with varying levels of Shh ligand. Limb progenitors were
treated for either 10 or 24 h at one of four doses of Shh ligand (0, 0.03, 0.25,
and 2 ng/μL). The expression level for each gene was normalized to Actb and
depicted as fold change relative to the baseline (no ligand) in A, B, and G.
Error bars indicate the SD of three biological replicates of each concentra-
tion dose or temporal course.

Fig. 2. Expression of Hoxd13 in response to Shh/Fgf. (A) Shh ligand and
Hoxd13 titration curve at two different doses of Fgf8. Limb progenitors were
treated with increasing amounts of Shh at one of two concentrations of
Fgf8. (B) Fgf8 ligand and Hoxd13 titration curve at two different doses of
Shh. Limb progenitors were treated with increasing amounts of Fgf8 at one
of two concentrations of Shh. (C) Hoxd13 gene expression in limb progeni-
tors in response to Shh and/or Fgf ligand. Limb progenitors were treated
with (i) Fgf8 and Shh, (ii) Fgf8 and Shh antagonist cyclopamine, (iii) Shh and
Fgf antagonist SU5402, or (iv) no signal for 12 h. (D) Response of Hoxd13
gene expression in limb progenitors to Shh and/or Fgf ligand in the presence
of cyclohexamide. Limb progenitors were treated with cyclohexamide in
conjunction with one of the following three conditions for 12 h: (i) Fgf8 and
Shh, (ii) Fgf8 and cyclopamine, or (iii) SU5402 and cyclopamine. The expression
level of each gene was normalized to Actb. Error bars are as for Fig. 1.
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effect was scored with levels of Hoxd13 far above the sum of the
levels produced by Fgf8 (Fig. 2C). In the presence of cyclohexi-
mide, a pharmacological inhibitor of translation, Fgf8 was still
able to activate slight levels of Hoxd13. The combination of Shh
and Fgf8 produced a higher level of Hoxd13 than Fgf8 alone, but
the synergistic increase was heavily dampened in the absence of
protein synthesis (Fig. 2D). Therefore, although Hoxd13 expres-
sion can be induced in the absence of translation, a full Hoxd13
response likely requires a protein-dependent transcriptional feed-
back from this initial stimulus.
During the start of phase II, the coordinated expression of

Hoxd11, Hoxd12, and Hoxd13 is scored in a posterior–distal
cellular population, including Shh-positive cells and more distal
cells located underneath the AER (21, 29). Also, grafts of Shh-
secreting cells induce ectopic expression of all these genes in the
developing limb (30), suggesting a common effect of both Fgf
and Shh upon the transcription of these target genes. We
therefore examined the response of Hoxd11 and Hoxd12 to Shh,
to compare with the observed activation of Hoxd13. Both Hoxd11
and Hoxd12 were induced by Shh, however with a dose–response
significantly below that of Hoxd13 (Fig. 3A). Moreover, varia-
tions in the dose of Fgf had only a minimal (if any) effect on the
expression of Hoxd11 and Hoxd12 (Fig. 2B). These data sup-
ported Hoxd13 as the major Hoxd gene involved during phase II
(31) and suggest that the quantitative differences observed among
these three genes in distal limb bud cells may be in part determined
by differences in their response to the Shh and Fgf signals, in ad-
dition to regulatory constraints due to gene topology (24, 32).
We also examined the maintenance of Hoxd13 expression,

following its initial activation by Shh and Fgf signaling. Limb
progenitors were treated with both Shh and Fgf for 11 h to allow
Hoxd13 activation. After this treatment period, cells were ex-
posed to Shh or to Fgf8 independently or to both signals for 10 h
(Fig. 3C). Strikingly, Hoxd13 expression was lost after pre-
treatment in cells cultured either with no signal or with Shh
alone. In contrast, Hoxd13 expression was maintained at similar
levels with Fgf alone or when both Fgf and Shh were added,

indicating that Fgf is sufficient to maintain Hoxd13 levels by
itself, once the gene is activated by the combination of Fgf and
Shh. A similar set of responses was seen when cells were pre-
treated for either 4 or 18 h (Fig. S2 A and B).
The successive implementation of phase I and phase II Hoxd

gene regulations in the limb bud depends upon two distinct and
opposite regulatory landscapes, matching topologically associating
domains (TADs) (24, 25). In the incipient limb bud, Hoxd9,
Hoxd10, and Hoxd11 transcription is controlled by T-DOM, a reg-
ulatory landscape containing several enhancers with a proximal
specificity. Subsequently,Hoxd13,Hoxd12, Hoxd11, andHoxd10 are
activated by distal enhancers located within the opposite C-DOM
regulatory landscape (Fig. 4). We asked whether treatment of cul-
tured progenitors with Shh and Fgf could recapitulate this
characteristic switch in regulations observed in vivo. To this aim,

Fig. 3. Differences in Hoxd13, Hoxd12, and Hoxd11 responses. (A) Shh ligand
dose and Hoxd gene expression titration curves. Limb progenitors were
treated for 24 h with varying levels of Shh ligand. Fgf8 ligand was supplied at
a fixed dose of 120 ng/μL. (B) Fgf8 ligand dose and Hoxd gene expression
titration curves. Limb progenitors were treated for 24 h with varying levels of
Fgf8 ligand. Shh ligand was supplied at a fixed dose of 1 ng/μL. (C) Limb pro-
genitors were treated in a two-step protocol. In the first step, progenitors were
treated with Fgf8 and Shh for 4 h. In the second step, progenitors were treated
for 10 h under one of four possible conditions: (i) Fgf8 and Shh, (ii) Fgf an-
tagonist SU5402 and Shh, (iii) Fgf8 and Shh antagonist cyclopamine, or (iv) Fgf
antagonist SU5402 and Shh antagonist cyclopamine. The expression levels of
each gene were normalized to Actb and depicted as fold change relative to the
baseline (no ligand) in A and B. Error bars are as for Fig. 1.

A

B

Fig. 4. Fgf8 and Shh act together to initiate C-DOM regulation in distal–
anterior limb mesenchymal cells in culture. (A) Comparison of H3K27ac
profiles in limb mesenchymal cells cultured with basic condition (Wnt3a; W),
treated with either Shh (WS) or Fgf8 (WF), or both Fgf8 and Shh (WFS). All
treatments increase the enrichment of H3K27ac not only within the T-DOM
but also in and around the C-DOM–located island I. (B) Comparison of
H3K27ac at the HoxD cluster. All treatments induced the strong activation of
Hoxd11 to Hoxd13. Enrichment (y axis) is shown as the log2 ratio of the nor-
malized number of reads between ChIP and input samples, except for each fifth
track. The log2 ratio of the normalized number of reads between H3K27ac of
Fgf8 and Shh-treated cells and the cells under basic condition (only Wnt3a) is
shown by positive (black) and negative (gray) values, respectively.
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we monitored the activities of both regulatory landscapes by
mapping the acetylation of lysine 27 on histone H3 tail (H3K27ac),
a chromatin mark associated with active transcription and
enhancer sequences.
We used ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation combined

with high-throughput sequencing) analysis of cultured progenitor
cells after 12 h of treatment with either Shh alone, Fgf alone, or
both molecules together. The control profile revealed a strong
acetylation over the T-DOM landscape, in agreement with an
“early” and “proximal” regulation of Hoxd genes in these cells in
the absence of any treatment (Fig. 4A, track 1, bracket a).
Treatment involving either Shh or Fgf did not show any major
difference, except for the appearance of a significant peak within
the C-DOM landscape, exactly matching island I—that is, one of
the sequences previously defined in mice in vivo as a digit en-
hancer regulating Hoxd13 (23) (Fig. 4A, arrow in tracks 2 and 3).
When both Shh and Fgf were used concomitantly, the amount of
H3K27ac at this sequence and immediately around substantially
increased, whereas at the same time another peak appeared at
the position of island II, another “digit-specific” region mapping
within C-DOM (Fig. 4A, arrowhead in track 4) (24).
The log2/ratio (33, 34) between this latter profile and that of

untreated cells (Fig. 4A, Bottom) confirmed that a gain of acet-
ylation occurred in C-DOM in cells treated with both Shh and
Fgf (Fig. 4A, bracket b). This gain, however, was relatively minor
compared with the switch normally observed in distal limb cells
under in vivo conditions (e.g., ref. 24). This absence of clear
regulatory switch was confirmed by the increase in acetylation
observed over T-DOM, as if the proximal enhancers were also
reinforced by these treatments (Fig. 4A, bracket a). Consistent
with both increases in acetylation in T-DOM and C-DOM,
acetylation was also found increased over the “posterior” part of
the HoxD cluster, supporting the increase in mRNA shown pre-
viously (Fig. 4A, bracket c). This increase in acetylation mostly
concerned Hoxd13 and the surrounding sequences (Fig. 4B, bracket
d), again matching the preferential activation of this gene under
these in vitro conditions as reported above.
We concluded that treatment of limb progenitor cells with Shh

and Fgf in vitro both reinforced the proximal regulation (the
early phase I) and started to elicit the regulatory switch by
showing signs of activation of the distal (phase II) landscape. The
progressive and global distalization of these cells upon treatment
was further assayed by looking at the H3K27ac distribution over
the HoxA cluster, which revealed a robust increase over the
Hoxa13 gene (Fig. S3, bracket e), another Hox gene often used as
a marker of distal limb bud cells (e.g., refs. 35, 36).
We verified this conclusion by looking at the physical inter-

actions established either by Hoxd11 or by Hoxd13 before and
after treatment with Shh and Fgf. We used 4C-seq, a derivative
of chromosome conformation capture (e.g., refs. 37, 38), to de-
termine which of the two regulatory landscapes were contacted
by these two genes under various conditions. In both anterior and
posterior early limb bud cells, Hoxd11 contacted strongly the
T-DOM, as previously shown in mice, due to a mix of both pro-
ductive and constitutive contacts (Fig. 5, bracket a) (24). In poste-
rior limb bud cells, however, slightly increased contacts were
observed with island I of the C-DOM (Fig. 5, arrow), suggesting the
onset of the switch in regulations in these cells, which start to be
exposed to both Shh and Fgf signaling. Signs of the switch were best
seen in distal cells of older limb buds at stage 27, where Hoxd11
started to interact with most of the regulatory islands located within
C-DOM (Fig. 5, bracket b). The interaction profile obtained with
cells after 38 h of treatment resembled that of early limb bud
cells, lacking most contacts with C-DOM and thus confirming
that the switch had not fully occurred in these cells.
This conclusion was supported by the interaction profile estab-

lished by Hoxd13 under the same conditions. Unlike Hoxd11,
Hoxd13 always displays strong constitutive contacts with C-DOM,

due to its position at the extremity of the gene cluster and its be-
longing to another TAD (24). Consequently, the switch in regula-
tion cannot be observed in 4C profiles based on this viewpoint.
However, the transcriptional activation of Hoxd13 is systematically
associated with the appearance of specific contacts within C-DOM,
which can thus be used as hallmarks for C-DOM being transcrip-
tionally active, such as island III (24). Accordingly, contacts with
island III could not be detected in early limb bud cells whenever
Hoxd13 was used as a viewpoint (Fig. S4, tracks 1 and 2, arrow),
whereas it peaked along with the surrounding region in older
distal cells (Fig. S4, track 4, arrow). There again, contacts with
island III were very weak (if any) in limb progenitor cells cul-
tured for 38 h with both compounds, indicating that C-DOM was
not fully functional in these cells, despite this treatment (Fig. S4,
track 5, arrow).
The Hoxd11 interaction profile observed in progenitor cells

after 38 h of treatment resembled very much the pattern
obtained when processing distal limb bud cells dissected out
from chicken carrying the olygozeugodactyly (Ozd) mutation
(Fig. 5, compare tracks 5 and 6) (22). Ozd mutant chickens lack
several postaxial bones and do not implement the late phase of
Hoxd gene transcription due to the lack of Shh signaling (22) as a
result of a deletion within an essential enhancer sequence (39).
The similarity between these two interaction profiles further
indicated that Shh-dependent activation of the Hoxd13 gene in
treated progenitor cells was weak at best.

Discussion
Hox genes are important regulators of embryonic patterning.
Although the complex and dynamic patterns of collinear Hoxd
gene expression during limb development have recently found a
general explanatory framework (40), the relationships between

Fig. 5. 4C-seq interaction profiles using Hoxd11 as a viewpoint. Interaction
profiles between Hoxd11 and the C-DOM regions using either the distal–
anterior or distal–posterior part of forelimb bud, the proximal or distal part
of forelimb bud or progenitor limb cells cultured with Fgf8 and Shh, or the
distal part of forelimb bud from Ozd mutant at HH stages 25–26 (51). The
interaction profile between Hoxd11 and C-DOM regions using cells treated
with Shh and Fgf8 (WFS; track 5) is similar to that of the limb anterior–distal
part (track 1). In distal cells from mutant Ozd chick limb bud lacking Shh
signaling, the interaction profile between Hoxd11 and C-DOM lacks all
specific interaction as seen in the wild-type control (track 6, compared with
track 4, bracket b), indicating that the regulatory switch had not occurred.
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Hox gene activation and the two ZPA and AER signaling centers
remain unclear. These signaling centers organize the early limb
bud by releasing specific factors (e.g., ref. 41), and the link be-
tween such factors and the control of Hox gene transcription has
not yet been clearly established. Here we interrogate the role of
early limb signaling pathways in initiating and maintaining Hox
gene expression.

Signaling and Localization of Hox Expression in the Limb.Our results
confirm and expand the observation that Shh and Fgf signaling in
the limb is integrated at the level of coregulation of key target
genes. In addition to the well-established positive feedback loop
wherein Shh and Fgf activities are each required for maintaining
expression of the other, the production of Shh and Fgf8 by the ZPA
and AER, leading to complex quantitative distributions of ligands,
may initiate and secure the expression of Hoxd genes during phase
II within the correct posterior–distal domain. It has also been shown
that the expression of posterior Hoxd genes during phase I is re-
quired for the initiation of Shh (21) and Fgf8 (42), representing
additional positive feedback loops operating within the early limb
bud to control the transition from a proximal to a distal context.
We find that Hoxd11, Hoxd12, and Hoxd13 are induced syn-

ergistically by Shh and Fgf. Hoxd13, however, is activated to a
significantly greater extent, supporting Hoxd13 as the major
target of these signaling pathways (31) and suggesting that a
differential response to Shh and Fgf could both contribute to the
distinct strengths in expression of the various Hoxd genes in
distal limb cells during phase II (19) and to the maintenance of
the nested Hoxd expression domains after their initial organi-
zation during phase I (18, 20).
Hoxd11 and Hoxd13 seem to differ in their requirement for Shh

and Fgf to maintain their expression. Once activated, Hoxd11 does
not require either ligand for its active transcription, consistent with
the necessity to maintain Hoxd11 expression in zeugopod cells
despite their progressively increased distance to the AER by con-
tinued growth at the distal tip. Conversely, Hoxd13 needs contin-
ued exposure to Fgf8, thus securing its expression in the most distal
autopod cells. These observations contrast with those reported in
ref. 8, where Hoxd11, Hoxd12, and Hoxd13 all require sustained
Shh for maintaining their expression. As both sets of experiments
were carried out at similar stages of limb bud development, the
reason for this difference is unclear.

Shh as a Morphogen in Regulating Hox Gene Expression? The dose–
response to Shh is graded over a range from 0 to 0.25 ng/mL
(Ptch1) or 0–0.5 ng/mL (Gli1) but remains flat at a maximal level
from 0.25 to 2.5 ng/mL. From a biological perspective, this could
either be viewed as a sharp switch, where any amount of Shh
above 0.25 ng/mL triggers a full response, or alternatively as a
graded response that could yield a series of threshold-based
changes in gene regulation between 0 and 0.25 ng/mL. Which is
the case in the limb bud depends entirely on the effective con-
centration of Shh in vivo, which is difficult to ascertain. Also, this
concentration cannot be directly related to the in vitro concen-
tration due to differences in specific activity of the recombinant
protein. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the concentration
range of Shh inducing the morphogen-like response in neural
tube explants (43, 44) is similar to the lower range giving a
concentration-dependent Hox gene response in our experiments.
The dose–response curves suggest that Shh may act as both a

morphogen and a switch during limb development, at two dis-
tinct stages. Although a brief expression of Shh may specify digit
patterns as a potential morphogen, it is also required at a sustained
level for growth and expansion through most of limb bud devel-
opment (45, 46). Initially, the lower levels of Shh activity might be
in the linear part of the dose–response curve, thus allowing it to
act as a morphogen. Subsequently, its sustained expression might

expose cells to a level high enough to act as a switch, allowing full
Hox expression in conjunction with Fgf activity.

Lack of Temporal Adaptation to Shh and Fgf Signaling in the Limb.
Ptch1 expression was increased in response to Shh over the first
24 h in a way proportional to the concentration of ligand at both
early and late time points. In contrast, in the neural tube, there is
a high initial pathway response that is concentration indepen-
dent, followed by a loss of pathway response over time such that
cells exposed to a lower dose of Shh lose responsiveness faster
than those exposed to higher doses (44). This phenomenon,
dubbed temporal adaptation, may reflect an accumulation of
Ptch1 protein over time in the responding cells. In the limb, the
predominant mode of gene regulation by Shh is derepression
through inactivation of Gli3, whereas in the neural tube multiple
Gli proteins are present and may regulate Ptch1 gene activity
through activation. At low dose, by 18 h of exposure, the neural
tube cells are no longer responsive to Shh (44). In contrast, limb
buds exposed in vivo to low levels of Shh continue to respond for
up to 36 h (47). Also, in the chick limb but not in neural tube, 24-h
exposure to a low level of Shh gives an equivalent phenotypic
change as a shorter exposure (16 h) at a higher concentration of
Shh (48), similar to what we see in vitro where 15 h of exposure
to 0.25 ng/mL gives a similar level of response of Ptch1 as 24 h of
exposure to 0.03 ng/mL. The difference in temporal response to Shh
in the limb and neural tube is surprising and may reflect the ver-
satility of the system, displaying fundamentally different properties
depending on which signal transduction machinery is present.
Within the concentration range tested, Fgf signaling does not

plateau with increasing amounts of Fgf protein. This may be seen
as surprising, as the Fgf target genes of the Sprouty (Spry) family
are themselves Fgf signaling antagonists. Similarly, in vivo, up-
regulation of Spry genes in the distal mesenchyme must have the
effect of dampening the response to Fgf signaling in this domain.
Nonetheless, it is also clear that Fgf signaling remains active in
the distal limb mesenchyme throughout limb development (AER
removal or genetic ablation of Fgf activity within the AER has
dramatic effects well after Spry genes are induced); thus, the
level of Fgf signaling must exceed the inhibitory effect of the
Spry proteins. Based on our dose–response curves, we would
conclude that additional Fgf signaling is able to induce still strong
target gene responses at higher concentrations, even in the context
of the inhibitory activity of the Spry genes.

Target Gene Activation in the Limb. The primary transcription
factor downstream of Shh in the limb is the Gli3 repressor. A
number of potential target genes in the limb have putative Gli3
binding sites (49), many of which were verified as genuine Shh
targets (8), including Hoxd11, Hoxd12, and Hoxd13, suggesting
that Shh directly regulates Hox genes. In contrast, transcription
factors downstream of Fgf-regulating Hox genes are unknown.
However, we do see synergistic effects with Shh and Fgf in the
presence of cyclohexamide, suggesting an at least partial direct
effect of these two factors. On the other hand, the synergistic
effect was greatly reduced in the presence of cyclohexamide
levels, suggesting that one or both of these factors also feeds into
Hox regulation through a second, indirect pathway.

Effects of Shh and Fgf on Hox Gene Transcriptional Activation. The
distribution of H3K27ac marks in cells treated with both Shh and
Fgf suggests that it reinforced phase I transcription, with a
strengthening of T-DOM enhancer activity. In the meantime,
however, signs of enhancer activity within C-DOM were clearly
detected, indicating the start of the regulatory switch toward
C-DOM and thus the beginning of phase II. Most of the pre-
viously described regulatory islands (23) nevertheless remained si-
lent, indicating that under these in vitro conditions, the switch does
not fully occur. This was verified by using chromosome conformation
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capture, which revealed mostly constitutive contacts between either
Hoxd11 or Hoxd13 with C-DOM, rather than the expected contacts
normally labeling C-DOM regulatory activity. This interaction profile
resembled that of Ozd mutant distal limb cells, where Shh is inacti-
vated, suggesting again that, as in such mutant limb buds, cultured
progenitor cells did not respond to the Shh/Fgf treatment by a full
switch in their regulation.
It remains, however, that Hoxd13 was activated by Shh and Fgf

treatment, a property normally restricted to the C-DOM enhancers
(24), thus supporting a weak but functionally significant switch in
regulations. The occurrence of the switch is supported by the in-
crease in H3K27ac over Hoxa13, a marker of distal limb cells, and
could remain undetected by 4C analysis, should it happen in a
relatively low number of cells. Alternatively, it is possible that, under
these conditions, Hoxd13 expression was controlled by enhancers
localized within T-DOM. Although this does not seem to normally
occur in vivo, at least with a high efficiency (24), T-DOM enhancers
were shown recently to have this capacity in the absence of both
Hoxd13 and Hoxa13 products (25). Therefore, in our in vitro

system, we cannot rule out the possibility that the amounts of
HOX13 products may not be high enough to implement the reg-
ulatory switch. Consequently, the increase in Hoxd13 mRNAs may
reflect the reinforcement of H3K27 acetylation over the T-DOM
landscape rather than the appearance of such chromatin marks over
C-DOM. However, because acetylation and 4C interactions over
C-DOM appear exactly at the positions of previously defined distal
enhancers, we do not favor the latter possibility.

Materials and Methods
The ChIP-seq and 4C-seq experiments were performed as described in ref. 25. De-
multiplexing and mapping were carried out using the HTSstation (htsstation.
epfl.ch) (50). Datasets are available from the NCBI Gene Expression
Omnibus repository under accession no. GSE92557. An extended description
of the materials and methods is provided in SI Materials and Methods.
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